In A Perfect World
By Merl Reagle

In A Perfect World

1 River runners
6 “Call” has one; “cell” doesn’t
11 Czech city
15 The buck stops here, temporarily
19 “... ___ of cherries
20 “___ Pretty”
21 Mane attraction?
22 Brainstorm
23 Nondomestic concerns
25 Domestic concern?
27 “Do, ___...”
28 Perry and Skywalker
30 Dedicated work
31 Hardcover coverups
34 Lightens
35 Taxi co-star
39 Anesthetics
40 Bandleader’s first name
41 Nursing a grudge
42 Before
43 Heyerdahl et al.
44 TV bar boss actress
46 Prom goers
48 Short times
49 Beatles’ meter maid
50 Other rte.
51 Herd animal
52 It makes God good
53 Certain water supplies
57 Coffee-and-milk order
58 Vague, uneasy feeling
60 Golf position
61 Commotion
62 Daisy resemblers
64 Smash
65 Mollify
67 Mill owner, ca. 1849
69 Supposed
72 Writes in symbols
75 Work, as dough
76 Final resting places?
78 Gen. Arnold’s nickname
79 Belgian river
80 Front-cover abbr.
81 Part of RSVP
82 Jason’s vessel
83 Corset closer, once
85 No. 1
89 Popular vodka, familiarly
90 CIO partner
91 Salamanders
93 Queen, in Juarez
94 Legendary French couturière
95 Hibernatin’ havens
97 Cannes cans contents, once
98 Lacking salty expanses
99 Grower’s tool
100 Guts
101 Nescafé rival
102 Like movie monsters, often
106 Nitpicking
109 Sadie Thompson drama
112 Enclosure
113 Encircling attack
114 Sewing cases
115 Get a load of
116 Actress Martha
117 Some collars
118 Wheelchair accesses

ACROSS

1 River runners
6 “Call” has one; “cell” doesn’t
11 Czech city
15 The buck stops here, temporarily
19 “... ___ of cherries
20 “___ Pretty”
21 Mane attraction?
22 Brainstorm
23 Nondomestic concerns
25 Domestic concern?
27 “Do, ___...”
28 Perry and Skywalker
30 Dedicated work
31 Hardcover coverups
34 Lightens
35 Taxi co-star
39 Anesthetics
40 Bandleader’s first name
41 Nursing a grudge
42 Before
43 Heyerdahl et al.
44 TV bar boss actress
46 Prom goers
48 Short times
49 Beatles’ meter maid
50 Other rte.
51 Herd animal
52 It makes God good
53 Certain water supplies
57 Coffee-and-milk order
58 Vague, uneasy feeling
60 Golf position
61 Commotion
62 Daisy resemblers
64 Smash
65 Mollify
67 Mill owner, ca. 1849
69 Supposed
72 Writes in symbols
75 Work, as dough
76 Final resting places?
78 Gen. Arnold’s nickname
79 Belgian river
80 Front-cover abbr.
81 Part of RSVP
82 Jason’s vessel
83 Corset closer, once
85 No. 1
89 Popular vodka, familiarly
90 CIO partner
91 Salamanders
93 Queen, in Juarez
94 Legendary French couturière
95 Hibernatin’ havens
97 Cannes cans contents, once
98 Lacking salty expanses
99 Grower’s tool
100 Guts
101 Nescafé rival
102 Like movie monsters, often
106 Nitpicking
109 Sadie Thompson drama
112 Enclosure
113 Encircling attack
114 Sewing cases

DOWN

1 The “so few” to whom “so much” was owed: abbr.
2 Blood letters
3 Part of FYI
4 Small-pain inflectors
5 Some pitches
6 Cake mix biggie Duncan
7 A long ways off
8 He makes the call
9 Collapse, in a way
10 Actress Cardinale
11 B.B. King’s thing
12 Uses a letter opener
13 Inmate I.D.s
14 Traveling in a show
15 Used a stopwatch on
16 Operetta princess
17 Island wear
18 Young pup
19 Becomes
20 “No ___ sugar”
21 Fall (over)
22 Discarded things
23 The Parthenon is dedicated to her
24 Filled sweets
25 Roasters?
26 “___ the World”
27 Inmates
28 The buck stops here, temporarily
29 Collapse, in a way
30 He makes the call
31 Charm
32 The Parthenon is dedicated to her
33 Filled sweets
34 Roasters?
35 “___ the World”
36 Princes, for example
37 Invent
38 Little Pearl’s mom
39 Court fig.
40 Our attachment?
41 Windy-weather hobbyist
42 de triomphe
43 Whodunit queen
44 Bed leaver
45 Anesthetics
46 Bandleader’s first name
47 Nursing a grudge
48 Before
49 Beatles’ meter maid
50 Other rte.
51 Herd animal
52 It makes God good
53 Certain water supplies
54 Certain water supplies
57 Coffee-and-milk order
58 Vague, uneasy feeling
60 Golf position
61 Commotion
62 Daisy resemblers
64 Smash
65 Mollify
67 Mill owner, ca. 1849
69 Supposed
72 Writes in symbols
75 Work, as dough
76 Final resting places?
78 Gen. Arnold’s nickname
79 Belgian river
80 Front-cover abbr.
81 Part of RSVP
82 Jason’s vessel
83 Corset closer, once
85 No. 1
89 Popular vodka, familiarly
90 CIO partner
91 Salamanders
93 Queen, in Juarez
94 Legendary French couturière
95 Hibernatin’ havens
97 Cannes cans contents, once
98 Lacking salty expanses
99 Grower’s tool
100 Guts
101 Nescafé rival
102 Like movie monsters, often
106 Nitpicking
109 Sadie Thompson drama
112 Enclosure
113 Encircling attack
114 Sewing cases
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